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Abstract Recently, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have
been engaged on relevance feedback tasks in content-based
image retrieval. Typical approaches by SVMs treat the relevance
feedback as a strict binary classication problem. However, these
approaches do not consider an important issue of relevance
feedback, i.e. the imbalanced dataset problem, in which the
negative instances largely outnumber the positive instances.
For solving this problem, we propose a novel technique to
formulate the relevance feedback based on a modied SVM
called Biased Support Vector Machine (Biased SVM or BSVM).
Mathematical formulation and explanations are provided for
showing the advantages. Experiments are conducted to evaluate
the performance of our algorithms, in which promising results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been widely
investigated in the past decade [18]. Different from traditional
image retrieval approaches based on keywords annotation,
CBIR systems employ the visual content of images, such as
color, shape, and texture features, to index the images [15]. At
the early stage of CBIR research, major efforts focused on the
feature identification and expression for the best representation
of the content of images [18]. However, early CBIR systems
with heuristic feature selections and rigid distance weighting
did not achieve satisfactory performance. Later, researchers
noticed and recognized the difficulties in CBIR, i.e. the se-
mantic gap problem between low-level features and high-level
concepts, and the subjectivity of human perception [15].
Relevance feedback was introduced to attack the semantic
gap and the subjectivity of human perception problems in
CBIR [15]. It has been shown as a powerful tool to improve
the retrieval performance of CBIR systems [15], [6]. Recently,
classification techniques are introduced to attack relevance
feedback tasks [9], [24], [5], [22], in which SVM-based
techniques are considered as the most promising techniques.
However, previous studies on relevance feedback by SVMs
normally treat the problem as a strict binary classification
problem without noticing an important issue of relevance feed-
back, i.e. the imbalanced dataset problem, in which the nega-
tive instances significantly overnumber the positive ones [10].
This imbalanced dataset problem may cause the positive
instances to be overwhelmed by the negative instances. In
order to attack this problem, we propose a modified Support
Vector Machine [17], [21], [13] called Biased Support Vector
Machine (Biased SVM or BSVM) which can better model
the relevance feedback problem and reduce the performance
degradation caused by the imbalanced dataset problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review some related research efforts on relevance feedback
and address their disadvantages. Then we provide a brief intro-
duction for two-class SVM and one-class SVM in Section III.
In Section IV, we present and formulate our proposed Biased
SVM algorithm. We then formulate the relevance feedback
technique employing Biased SVM and show the benefits
compared with the conventional techniques in Section V.
Experiments, performance evaluations, and discussions are
given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
In the past years, relevance feedback techniques have
evolved from early heuristic weighting adjustment techniques
to various machine learning techniques recently [14], [15],
[8], [5], [6]. In [8], Self-organizing Map (SOM) was pro-
posed to construct the relevance feedback algorithm. Besides
the SOM, many popular machine learning techniques were
also suggested, such as Decision Tree [9], Artificial Neural
Network [12], and Bayesian learning [3], etc. Moreover,
many state-of-the-art classification techniques were proposed
to attack the relevance feedback, such as Nearest-Neighbor
classifiers [25], Bayesian classifiers [20] and Support Vec-
tor Machines [2], [5], [22], etc. Among them, SVM-based
techniques are the most promising and effective techniques
to solving the relevance feedback tasks.
Typical relevance feedback approaches by SVMs are based
on strict binary classifications [5], [22] or one-class classifi-
cations [2]. However, the strict binary classifications do not
consider the imbalanced dataset problem in relevance feed-
back. The one-class technique seems to avoid the imbalanced
dataset problem, but the relevance feedback work cannot be
done properly without the help of negative information [26].
In order to fuse the negative information, we propose the
Biased Support Vector Machine derived from one-class SVM
to construct the relevance feedback technique in CBIR.
III. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
We here briefly introduce the basic concepts of regular two-
class SVM [23] and one-class SVM (  -SVM) [17], [21], [13].
SVMs implement the principle of structural risk minimiza-
tion by minimizing Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimensions [23].
On pattern classification problems, SVMs provide very good
generalization performance in empirical applications.
Let us discuss SVMs in a binary classification case. Gener-
ally speaking, a binary classification problem can be formal-
ized as a task to estimate a function 	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the training instances are vectors in some space
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is the number of training instances. The goal of the learning
process is to find an optimal decision function  which can
classify the unseen data
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correctly. In theory, the goal is to
find the optimal function  with the smallest risk
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where
=
is the probability measure for the generation of the
training data and L is a loss function. In the simplest form,
the goal of learning in SVMs is to find a hyperplane with
the maximum margin (see Fig. 1). The vectors closest to the
hyperplane are called support vectors.
Fig. 1. The linear separating hyperplane of SVMs for separable data:
The circles and crosses are called positive instances and negative instances,
respectively. The circles and the crosses on the two solid lines are called
support vectors. The dashed line between the two solid lines is called the
decision hyperplane.
More generally, the training data in the original space
$
can
be projected to a higher dimensional feature space ? which
is spanned by a mapping function @ . The mapping function
corresponds to a Mercer kernel A
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implicitly computes the dot product in ? . Hence, the goal of
SVMs is to find the optimal separating hyperplane depicted
by a vector H in the feature space ? with the following form

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The task for finding the optimal hyperplane turns out to be
solving the primal optimization problem in the form of soft
margin SVMs (also called J -SVM [16]):
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where Yﬃ[ represent the margin errors for the non-separable
training data. When the margin errors Y =
_
, one can show
that the two classes are separated by a margin with
R
Udc
S
H
S
from Eq. (4). By introducing the Lagrange multipliers, the
optimization problem can be shown with the dual form as
follows [16], [23]:
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 -SVMs are derived from classical SVMs for solving
density estimation problems. In typical formulations of  -
SVMs, only positive instances are considered for estimating
the density of the data. There are two kinds of different
formulations of  -SVMs in the literature [17], [21]. Here, we
choose to illustrate the sphere-based approach with an explicit
and good geometric property. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of
 -SVMs.
Fig. 2. The sphere hyperplane in o -SVM for constructing the smallest soft
sphere that contains most of the positive instances. The circles represent the
positive instances.
The optimal decision function of the sphere-based approach
of  -SVMs can be found by solving the optimization problem
as follows [17], [21]:
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Here, J
"v!_
ﬃﬁ4 is a parameter to control the tradeoff between
the radius of the hyper-sphere and the number of positive
training instances.
IV. BIASED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
In order to incorporate the negative information, we propose
the Biased Support Vector Machine derived from  -SVMs
for overcoming the imbalance problem of relevance feedback
tasks. Our strategy is to describe the data by employing a pair
of sphere hyperplanes in which the inner one captures most
of the positive instances while the outer one pushes out the
negative instances. Therefore, the goal of our problem is to
find an optimal sphere hyperplane which not only can contain
most of the positive data but also can push most of the negative
data out of the sphere. The problem is visually illustrated in
Fig. 3. The dashed sphere in the figure is the desired sphere-
hyperplane in our goal. The task can be formulated as an
optimization problem and the mathematical formulation of our
technique are given as follows.
Fig. 3. The sphere hyperplane of BSVM. The circles and the crosses represent
the positive instances and the negative instances, respectively. The dashed
sphere is the decision hyperplane.
Let us consider the following training data:
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where
0
is the number of training instances and z is the
dimension of the input space.
The objective function for finding the optimal sphere-
hyperplane can be formulated below:
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where Yﬃ[ are the slack variables for margin errors, @
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[
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is
the mapping function,
t
is the center of the optimal sphere-
hyperplane, and
|
is a parameter to control the bias.
The optimization task can be solved by introducing the
Lagrange multipliers:
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Let us take the partial derivative of

with respect to
1
, Yr[ , 
and U , respectively. By setting their partial derivatives to zero,
we obtain the following equations:
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By substituting the above derived results to the objective
function in Eq. (16), the dual of the primal optimization can
be shown to take the form
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This dual problem can be solved by Quadratic Programming
(QP) techniques [11]. Then, the resulting decision function
takes the form
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where
t
can be obtained from Eq. (19) and
1
can be solved by
support vectors. Based on the decision function, we can know
the instances inside the sphere hyperplane will be predicted as
positive, and negative otherwise.
V. RELEVANCE FEEDBACK USING BSVM
A. Advantages of BSVM in Relevance Feedback
From the above formulations, one may see that the opti-
mization in Eq. (21) is similar to the one in the J -SVM. Now,
we show the mathematical differences compared with regular
SVMs and the advantages of our BSVM from a geometric
perspective for solving the relevance feedback problems.
From the results of mathematic deduction in the opti-
mization function, we see that BSVM is with the following
constraint from Eq. (22)
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When replacing  [ with  for the positive class and

 for
the negative one, the constraint can be written as
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where 	 denotes the positive class and P denotes the
negative one. However, in the regular SVMs ( J -SVM), the
(a) SVM (  -SVM) (b) 1-SVM (c) BSVM
Fig. 4. Decision boundaries of three classification methods with the same kernels (RBF) and parameters (  =  o ): (a)  -SVM, (b) o -SVM, (c) BSVM. The
circles and crosses represent the positive and negative instances, respectively. The boundaries of the shadow regions represent the decision boundaries.
constraint is with the form
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The difference indicates that the weight allocated to the
positive support vectors in BSVM will be larger than the
negative ones when setting a positive bias factor
|
. This can
be useful for solving the imbalance dataset problem. However,
J -SVM treat the two classes without any bias, which is not
effective enough to model the relevance feedback problem.
Moreover, we can also see the difference from the geometric
perspective. Fig. 4 provides a comparison of the decision
boundaries of regular SVM,  -SVM and BSVM on the syn-
thetic data with the same kernels (Radial Basis Function) and
parameters (  =
_
ﬂ  ). We can see that the geometric property
of BSVM is better than J -SVM and  -SVM. BSVM can
describe the data in a cluster behavior by the sphere-based
boundary and can flexibly control the weight of the positive
class for the imbalanced dataset problem by setting a bias
factor. Therefore, compared with the J -SVM and  -SVM,
BSVM is more reasonable and more effective to model the
relevance feedback tasks.
B. Relevance Feedback Algorithm By BSVM
From the above comparisons, we have shown the benefits
of BSVM for solving relevance feedback issues. Here, we
describe how to formulate the relevance feedback algorithm
by employing the BSVM technique. Applying SVMs based
techniques in relevance feedback is similar to the classification
task. However, the relevance feedback needs to construct an
evaluation function to produce the relevance value of the
retrieval instances. From the decision function in Eq. (30),
we build the evaluation function by substituting the derived
result in Eq. (19)
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where the radius
1
can be solved by a set of support vectors.
However, for the relevance evaluation purpose, constant values
can be eliminated. Then, the evaluation function can be shown
to take the following concise form
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Once the parameters
j
[ are solved in Eq. (21), the evalua-
tion function can be constructed. Consequently, we can rank
the images based on the scores of the evaluation function 
Eﬀ
.
The images with higher scores will be more likely to be chosen
as the targets.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, we compare the performance of three
different algorithms for relevance feedback: J -SVM,  -SVM
and our proposed BSVM. The experiments are evaluated both
on a synthetic dataset as well as two real-world image datasets.
A. Datasets
1) A Synthetic Dataset: We generate a synthetic dataset to
simulate the real-world image dataset. The dataset consists 
_
categories, each of which contains 
__
data points randomly
generated by   Gaussians in a 
_
-dimensional space. The
means and covariance matrices for the Gaussians in each
category are randomly generated in the range of [
_
, 
_
].
2) COREL Image Datasets: The real-world images are
chosen from the COREL image CDs. We organize two datasets
which contain various images with different semantic mean-
ings, such as antique, aviation, balloon, botany, buttery, car
and cat, etc. One of the datasets is with
R
_
categories (
R
_
-
Cat) and another is with ¡
_
categories ( ¡
_
-Cat). Each category
includes 
__
images belonging to the same semantic class.
B. Image Representation
For the real-world image retrieval, the image representation
is an important step for evaluating the relevance feedback
algorithms. We extract three different features to represent the
images: color, shape and texture.
The color feature engaged is the color moment since it is
closer to human natural perception. We extract three moments:
color mean, color variance, and color skewness in each color
channel (H, S, and V), respectively. Thus, a ¢ -dimensional
color moment is employed as the color feature in our experi-
ments.
We employ the edge direction histogram as the shape feature
in our experiments [7]. Canny edge detector is applied to
obtain the edge images. From the edge images, the edge
direction histogram can then be computed. The edge direction
histogram is quantized into £ bins of
R
_
degrees each,
hence an £ -dimensional edge direction histogram is used to
represent the edge feature.
We apply the wavelet-based texture feature for its effective-
ness [19]. We perform the Discrete Wavelet Transformation
(DWT) on the gray images employing a Daubechies-  wavelet
filter [19]. In total, we perform ¤ -level decompositions and
obtain ten subimages in different scales and orientations. Then,
we choose nine subimages with most of the texture infor-
mation and compute the entropy of each subimage. Hence,
a ¢ -dimensional wavelet-based texture feature is obtained to
describe the texture information for each image.
C. Experimental Results
In the following, we present the experimental results by
three algorithms on both the synthetic data and the real-world
images. For the purpose of objective measure of performance,
we assume that the query judgement is defined on the image
categories [22]. The metric of evaluation is the Average
Precision which is defined as the average ratio of the number
of relevant images of the returned images over the total number
of the returned images.
In the experiments, a category is first picked from the
database randomly, and this category is assumed to be the
user’s query target. The system then improves retrieval results
by relevance feedbacks. In each iteration of the relevance
feedback process, 
_
instances are picked from the database
and labelled as either positive or negative based on the ground
truth of the database. For the first iteration, two positive
instances and eight negative instances are randomly picked,
and all three methods are applied with the same set of initial
data points. For the iterations afterward, each method selects

_
instances closest to the decision boundaries. In the retrieval
process, the instances in the positive region are selected and
ranked by their distances from the boundaries. The precision
of each method is then recorded, and the whole process is
repeated for
R
__
times to produce the average precision in
each iteration for each method.
The algorithms implemented in our experiments are based
on modifying the codes in the libsvm library [1]. We notice
that the experimental settings are important to impact on
the evaluation results. To enable an objective measure of
performance without bias, we choose the same kernels and
parameters for all the settings. All the kernels are based on
Radial Basis Function (RBF) which outperforms other kernels
in the experiments.
The first evaluation is on the synthetic dataset. Fig. 5
shows the evaluation results of top- ¤
_
returned results. We can
observe that BSVM outperforms the other approaches. The  -
SVM achieves the worst performance without considering the
negative information.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results on the synthetic dataset
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Fig. 6. Experimental results on the ¥ -Cat image dataset
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Fig. 7. Experimental results on the ¦ -Cat image dataset
The second evaluation is on the real-world datasets. Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 show the evaluation results on the
R
_
-Cat dataset
and ¡
_
-Cat dataset, respectively. From the results on the
real-world datasets, we can see our proposed BSVM also
outperforms the other approaches. However, we notice that
the performance of  -SVM in the beginning feedback steps
TABLE I
AVERAGE PRECISION AFTER o ITERATIONS
Methods Top20@20-Cat Top30@20-Cat Top50@20-Cat
 -SVM  §¦§  §¨ﬁ©  §©
o -SVM  ¨ﬁo  ª«§  ª¨ﬁ§
BSVM  ¬ﬃoª  §«¨  §¦
Methods Top20@50-Cat Top30@50-Cat Top50@50-Cat
 -SVM  ¨ﬁ©ﬁ¬  ¨ﬁ©  ¨ﬁ§¦
o -SVM  ªﬁ¬§  ª¦©  ª¨¨
BSVM  §ª«  §o­¨  ¦©©
is better than that of other approaches. The reason is that  -
SVM can reach the enclosed positive region quickly, but it
cannot be further improved without the help of the negative
information in subsequent steps. In order to observe the
detailed comparison of the three methods after 
_
-iterations,
we list the retrieval results in Table I. From the results, we can
also see the similar results matching the above comparisons.
D. Discussions
From the experimental results, we see that our proposed
BSVM performs better than the regular SVM approaches. The
typical approaches by SVMs ( J -SVM) without considering
the bias in the retrieval tasks is not appropriate in solving
the relevance feedback problem. We also see that regular one-
class SVMs do not consider the negative information which
cannot learn the feedback well. Furthermore, we know there
are other methods to address the imbalanced dataset problem
in literature [10], [4]. We may also consider to include them
in our scheme in the future. Nevertheless, we have observed
the promising results in demonstrating the effectiveness of
our proposed BSVM technique for the relevance feedback
problems.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate SVM techniques for solv-
ing the relevance feedback problems in CBIR. We address
the imbalanced dataset problem in relevance feedback and
propose a novel relevance feedback technique with Biased
Support Vector Machine. The advantages of our proposed
techniques are explained and demonstrated. We perform the
experiments both on synthetic data and real-world image
datasets to evaluate the performance. The experimental results
demonstrate that our Biased SVM based relevance feedback
algorithm is effective and promising for improving the retrieval
performance in CBIR.
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